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Porcelain: A Gothic Fairy Tale is set within a world that’s  
a magical echo of our own. It is the story of Child, an urchin, 
who leaves behind the cold streets of a snowy city when she 

climbs the high wall into the Porcelain Maker’s garden.

Subsequent books follow Child into adulthood, and tell the  
story of one woman’s grand and terrible life, and the  

marks she leaves on the world.

A Gothic Fairy Tale ISBN: 978-1-4474-6131-9
Bone China ISBN: 978 -1- 4733- 2027- 7
For more information, please visit

www.improperbooks.com
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Benjamin Read writes fairy tales - no matter what the medium. He is the 
writer of the acclaimed PORCELAIN series, as well as the folk tale inspired 
BRIAR, the silent comic BUTTERFLY GATE, and the children’s book NIGHT 
POST. He wrote the TRUE GRIT and SUPER 8 comic adaptations, and also 
wrote and produced the films ARMISTICE and 500 MILES NORTH. He 
is one of the founder members of the Improper Books comics collective, 
and is fuelled principally by tea and, increasingly, whisky.
www.benjaminread.co.uk  

 @Bookpirate

Chris Wildgoose is a comic, storyboard and concept artist based in the 
UK. Chris is mostly known for his work on titles for Improper Books such 
as the PORCELAIN series, BRIAR and BUTTERFLY GATE. Most recently 
he has worked on Vertigo’s CMYK YELLOW, DC’s GOTHAM ACADEMY and 
Titan’s ASSASSIN’S CREED. Armed with naught but a pencil, ink and brush.
christianwildgoose.blogspot.co.uk 

 @MrRiktus

André May is a comic colourist from Brazil. His interest in sequential 
art made him pursue comic colouring, which has led to his participation 
in series such as Improper Book’s PORCELAIN: A GOTHIC FAIRY TALE, 
BOOM!’s SIX GUN GORILLA, and Eisner-nominated THE SPIRE.
saerus-coloring.deviantart.com

Jim Campbell is an Eagle and True Believer Award-nominated letterer 
whose work can be seen in titles from BOOM Studios, Black Mask, Dark 
Horse, Image, Madefire, Renegade Arts, Titan, and Zenescope. He also 
contributed the lettering section to the book THE ART OF CARTOONING & 
ILLUSTRATION.
www.jimcampbell-lettering.com 

 @CampbellLetters

Improper Books is a publishing studio focusing on creator-owned stories 
that have a touch of the fairy tale, the fantastical, or the otherworldly.
www.improperbooks.com  

 @ImproperBooks



More than a decade has passed, and Lady has become a 
Mother. Hidden behind the high walls of her tower,  

cut-off from the world, she has sacrificed everything  
to keep her Children safe.

Set within a world that’s a magical echo of our own,  
Ivory Tower is the story of Mother, a revolutionary, who 

must overcome ruthless enemies and the dark secrets of her 
past to carve a new future for all her Children.

www.improperbooks.com

Suggested for Young Adults and above.
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